PROFILE

Designed as a stand-alone system the Servolift washing station is an ideal system for washing Bins and Drums without the complexity, maintenance and validation issues of a chamber washing system.

The system will work with all bin and drum types and offers programmable washing and drying cycles for all your different products.

The Servolift washing station is manufactured to the highest standards of quality and is totally flexible to your washing application and facility installation.

FEATURES

• Validatable washing system with 99 programmable recipes
• Simplest installation: Set in-place, connect the utilities and start running
• Easiest validation: Simplicity of system allows for the fastest possible validation of system
• Allen Bradley PLC controls
• Quadruple washing system: Pre-washing, Main washing, Pre-Rinsing and Final Rinsing
• Heated buffer tank, electrical or steam
• Detergent dosing system with variable frequency drive for accurate control
• Dual channel spray systems to separate the washing and rinsing water